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SQUEEZING THE WORKER: HOW
EXPERIENCE RATING WORKS
NEER employers on the other hand are less
concerned with the number of accidents, but
rather with the duration of the claim. For the
purposes of this article I shall focus on how
NEER works.

Experience Rating is touted as a major
incentive to improve workplace health and safety
by its employer advocates. To date there is no
evidence to bear this claim out. Employers may
well implement health and safety measures for a
variety of reasons, however at a certain point
such measures interfere with production.
Employers like experience rating because,
regardless of the conditions of work, when
accidents happen they are able to control the
cost by "managing the worker's claim." Millions
of dollars are drained out of the WCB's accident
fund each year by employers who have learned
the ABC's of Claims Management or who have
hired from the myriad of companies who now
specialize in this. For example, in its latest
Annual Report (1994), the WCB showed that it
paid out $359 million in net refunds (subtracting
surcharges) to Schedule I employers, compared
.

a} Rate Group: Each employer is
categorized in one of the WCB's 209 rate groups
by virtue of their product. Each rate group
carries an assessment rate determined by the
WCB based on the historical costs for that type of
industry. Although it tends to create inequity
amongst employers in a rate group, many
employers take the advice of consultants to
maintain separate payrolls for the different work
functions in their enterprise and to apply for
distinct rates. Any change to a lower rate group
which an employer can achieve will have
beneficial multipliereffects in its experience rating
results. WCAT has opened the door to the
business of appealing rates and generally
employers must go to WCAT for the WCB

to only $337 million in. temporary disability
benefits to the workers injured at these
companies. The huge rebate payouts make it
possible for Claims Management Companies to
work on a commission basis. They sell their
services at no cost to the employer. It is big
business for big bucks.

.. remainsreluctantto furthererodethe integrityof

the rating system. (See for example WCAT
decisions 46/87 (1987) 4 WCATR 319; 160/87 (2
March 1989); and 372/87 (13 May 1988».

b) Rating Factor: Each employer is
assigned a rating factor based on its assessment
rate and its payroll. The rating factor represents
the experience rating leeway that the company
has, or in other words, the amount of risk
allowed. Small companies have a low rate, big

How Experience Rating Works
There are two experience rating systems
at the WCB: one for the constiUction industry
(CAD-7) and one for the rest of the employers in
Ontario (NEER). They operate in essentially the
same way, with the fundamental difference being
that those under CAD-7 have both claim cost and
accident frequency included in the calculation,
while NEER looks at claim cost alone. The effect
of this difference is that there is a greater
incentive on CAD-7 employers to hide claims
once they approach the critical "expected
frequency" number. WCAT decision 894/89
(1990) 14 WCATR 194 points out the dilemma of
the honest employer who reported the injuries
which occurred above the e'Xpectedamount and
was thus charged $10,000.00 The claims were
of very short duration and he could have just
hidden the claims and paid the wages at a cost
of $400.00.
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companiesa highone. For example:1

:!r~;!ii.
1,050
100,000

.2706

8,172

4,000,000

.9000

2,027,160

(According
to our rough
calculations, $10,000 represents
about 8 workers, $100,000, 80
workers and $4 million 3,200
workers).
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The difference between the maximum
rebate and surcharge is known by the employers
as the "opportunity cost." Clearly, the bigger the
company, the higher the stakes.

window includes SIEF relief. An employer will
not receive any SIEF generated rebate on a
claim past this date, however if granted before
this date, it will be applied to all future costs in
the claim. (See WCAT decisions 591/94 (1995)
33 WCATR 157 and 426/95 (1995) 35 WCATR
230 for a look at how the three year window and
SIEF relief work. Also 68/91 (1992) 22 WCATR
92 for the impact of SIEF relief, although this
case was assessed under a prior system called
Workwell.)

c) Expected Costs: The WCB calculates
the expected costs of a claim each year that the
claim is within the experience rating window of
three years. To do so, it uses a figure generated
for the individual claim called the Reserve
Factor. This figure is calculated based on the
"age of the claim" in "cost weeks" and a
determination of whether the claim is "active" or
"inactive". Any lost-time activity in the claim (eg.
not including health care payments) during the
course of the year classifies the claim as "active".
The reserve factor is dramatically increased in
the actuarial calculations by any etaim activity
and duration.
It directly impacts on the
experience rating calculation of expected costs.
The employer can exercise considerable control
over this reserve factor when he/she is well
versed in Claims Management.
. For

Within the three year time period, the
September 30th date is critical. Any appeal
decision in the employer's favour, any offer of
work, or any SIEF decision, must occur by that
date, otherwise the reserve factor remains at the
~igher rate until the next September 3Q:th.
e) Impact on the Employer's Finances:
Essentially the group rate for employers is
supposed to generate sufficient funds on a yearly
basis to oaver the anticipated oast of accidents
occurring in that year including future oasts.
Experience rating provides a three year window
for -an employer to improve on the amount
required to pay future oasts (the reserve) by
creating the oanditions which indicate that future
cost will be lower than anticipated.

example, by bringing a worker into an

early retum-to-work programme, the employer
reduces the duration of the claim; renders it
"inactive"; and reduces the likelihood of
substantial future costs associated with it. The
"reserve factor" will, therefore, be reduced to
recognize the diminished need for future funds
for the claim. This will generate a rebate for the
company.

The WCB regularly produces a NEER
report for each employer for each claim. Using
these reports an employer can tell exactly how
much a claim can oast before they get into a
surcharge situation. Software packages are
available to do sophisticated calculations which
will help an employer to determine what oast
effective action can be taken to prevent a
surcharge and to gain a rebate. Using these
tools, an employer can decide whether to go after
SIEF relief, to appeal aspects of the claim, or to
offer modified work--or all three. Updated NEER
reports will let the employer know how he is
faring in his strategy and call attention to any
increasing oast areas.

d) The Three Year Window: NEER
calculations are done for the first three years of
a claim. Each year, on September 30th, the
company's actual cost (A) and new expected
costs (B) are subtracted from last year's expected
costs (C). This results in a figure which we will
refer to as X. The calculation is as follows: HC(A + B) = X]}. If X is a positive number, a rebate
results. If X is a negative number the oampany
must pay a surcharge. The quantum of the
rebate or surcharge is determined by multiplying
X by the rating factor.

A rebate is obviously a great benefit to
an employer. It is interesting however, to note
how devastating a surcharge can be and how it
is viewed by the employer oammunity in terms of
their business viability.

-

Once the three year period has passed
on September 30th of the third year there is no
further possibility of either rebates or surcharges
regardless of claims activities. The closing of the
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The example shows two trucking
companies with identical features such as payroll,
revenues, profits etc.
In 1993, under the
experience rating plan, company ABC has
expected costs the same as NEER costs and as
a result gets neither a rebate or surcharge.
Company XYZ has one small difference from
ABC which is that in 1993 it had one more
accident than ABC and as a result ended up with
a surcharge of $69,390. According to the
authors XYZ is no longer competitive:
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As caseworkers we know that it is just
another squeeze on the injured worker. How
many times have we talked to distraught injured
workers who have just been phoned by their
claims adjudicator and within the course of a few
short sentences have been told that their benefits
have been terminated effective immediately?

For XYZ to stay even with ABC
additional
revenues.
.of'
$4,956,453. would be required
(based on an operating ratio of
0.986).
To perform this
additional work, XYZ would
effectively require forty-one more
drivers, all of whom would have
to remain accident-free for XVZ
to be competitive with ABC.

The injured worker does not even have
to fill in the details, we already know them: The
worker has had an accident not too long ago; she
is under treatment and still in a lot of pain; her
doctor is not sure how much time she still needs
off work, but it will be a while yet--surgery may be
necessary; the claims adjudicator has phoned to
say the employer has some suitable work starting
tomorrow--if the worker has lost a couple of
fingers, no problem, she can work with the other
hand, the employer is willing to accommodate her
to whatever her needs are; then the worker
expresses hesitancy or wishes to talk to her
doctor first; then the adjudicator informs her that
her benefits are terminated.

So given this kind of pressure on the
employer what is to be done? Squeeze the
worker.

Squeezing

'u

With all the emphasis on the positive
effects for an injured worker of getting back to
work, and changes to the Act and to WCB policy
emphasizing re-employment, employers' early
return to work plans "look good" in the eyes of
the WCB and the media. Thus employers can
rake in the experience rating rebates while
appearing to be concerned for the well being of
the injured worker.

An example described in a well-known
text for employers, is worth noting here.2

1)

-

the Worker:

The
traditional ways that employers have kept their
workers' compensation costs down have been to
try and hide claims--by having the worker go on
sickness and accident benefits for example; and
by appealing all aspects of a claim from initial
entitlement to pensioli levels. These remain
common practices which squeeze an injured
worker into financial and emotional distress.
Increasingly employers have grasped onto a
more insidious squeezing tactic: Early return to
work programmes.

We hear it over and over again.
These employers know exactly what they
are doing. They are not offering assistance to a
worker; they are reducing their Reserve Factor.
Consultants hold special seminars to
teach employers how to manage their costs
through early return to work programmes. It is so
simple. If the worker accepts the offer, he goes
off benefits and the claim is "inactive." If the
worker declines, he is cut off benefits and the
claim is "inactive." The Reserve Factor goes
down either way.

Early Return to Work Programmes as Cost
Control Mechanisms
Astute employers have realized that they
lose credibility by challenging entitlements of
legitimate claims and that dollar for dollar they
can generate more savings through return to
work programmes.

The tricky part for the employer is making
sure that he does indeed have some work. But
even that is not too difficult since there is little
B
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can collect examples and names of the
companies concerned where injuredworkers are
being squeezed.

scrutiny on the part of the WCB to make sure
that the job is an actual meaningful one. Itcan be
.sitting on the roof and watching for a hurricane,"
(as I heard a consultant say to an employer
group on one occasion), as long as it will not
aggravate the injury or interfere with medical
treatment.
As representatives of injured workers we
are almost helpless in the onslaught since forces
in the WCB condone and even encourage this
squeezing of injured workers. It is stilldifficultto
get used to the fact that, at the WCB to-day, an
employer's phone call offering "suitable work
tomorrow,. is a more decisive udocument"than a
medical report.
How should we respond to this?

-

-

Within the experience rating system,
whilewe are stuck withit, the WCBneeds to take
measures to minimize the negative behaviour
which itengenders in many employers. In regard
to the early return to work programmes it would
make sense to consider a worker's claim to be
"active" until such time as the worker is
actually settled into a truly suitable,
sustainable job. This would tend to allow
genuine offers from employers to surface while
taking away the financial incentivefor make-shift,
"hurricane-watch" jobs.

In the meantime it must be remembered
that one of the basic demands of injuredworkers
through the years has been the right to go back
to work. Injuredworkers want to go back to work
as soon as they are able. Some mighteven like
to go back early doing any old task but they
must do this willinglyand with the agreement of
their doctor.

-'-

Experience Rating is having a very
negative effect on injured workers.
It is
undermining the basic principles on which the
compensation system is built--weakening the
collective - liability; burdening - the smaller
employers for the gain of the bigger ones;
effectivelydenying injuredworkers their legitimate
benefits; producing nightmares instead of peace
of mind for injuredworkers and theirfamilies; and
increasingly making the system more and more
adversarial.

-

If early return to work programmes are
initiated for the sole purpose of getting a rebate
under the experience rating plan, as so many of
them seem to be, then they are not the "win-win"
solution that employers and the Board like to
boast about.

The current government is apparently
unwilling to entertain any notion e)(cept that
experience rating improves health and safety. All
we can do is keep on accumulating the evidence
that it is not and keep on trying to make our
point. Some MPPs willsurely be willingto take
their blinkers off.
The WCBis responsible foradministering
remedial legislation which is supposed to operate
in the interests of injured workers recognizing
that they have given up the right to sue their
employers in exchange for the compensation
system. As such the WCB needs to take a good
look at both experience rating as a whole and at
the early return to work practices in particular.

1.

Gilbert, Mastoras, and Liversidge, A
Guide to Workers' Compensation in
Ontario, 2nd Ed., Canada Law Bookds
Inc., 1995. This is part of a chart
reproduced at p. 170.

2.

Ibid., p. 180.
(Chapter entitled
"ProfitabilityHow NEER Can Impact").

Marion Endicott,
Injured Workers' Consultants

While some adjudicators genuinely seek
to ensure that the work is not "sittingon the roof
watching for a hurricane," too many do not. The
WCB needs to lookinto this. Inthe meantime we
9

